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Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud to Realize 
Diverse Digital Services in 5G Era
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1. Introduction
In the era of 5G (fifth generation mobile commu-

nication system), a new world where advanced digital 
services are created is expected.  These technologies 
are considered to develop along with the progress in 
network technologies that improve communication 
performance and digital technologies including cloud 
technologies and AI.  Network technologies in the 5G 
era include enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ul-
tra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC), 
and massive machine type communications (mMTC).

Up until now, services that widely sent homoge-
neous information from the cloud were the mainstream.  
Moving forward, as 5G and the IoT become widespread, 
services that provide fine-tuned information to people 
in specific locations are expected to increase.  In the 
case of sporting events held in stadiums, for example, 
data were conventionally gathered for broadcasting 
and delivered.  In the future, in addition to these data, 
video data from cameras not used for broadcasting to 
available.  This will allow spectators in stadiums, letting 
them freely watch highlights from various angles of 

360 degrees whenever they want and enjoy the game 
from players’ points of view by combining the data with 
augmented reality (AR) technology.  In this way, provid-
ing stadium visitors with high-value-added content is 
expected not only to increase the number of spectators 
but also to revitalize the whole surrounding town.

Along with these expectations, new issues 
emerge as well.  In order to support advanced digital 
services, networks are required to handle various tasks 
such as data storage, assessment, and processing in 
addition to efficient transfer of large volumes of data 
from various types of IoT devices.  To take a connected 
car as an example of a real-time service, networks are 
required to transmit information to the vehicle with a 
latency demanded by the service.  Digital services need 
to be readily provided taking into account the fulfill-
ment of these network requirements.

Fujitsu provides Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud, 
which realizes an innovative platform capable of of-
fering a variety of services in the 5G era.  Fujitsu’s 
Multi-access Edge Cloud is intended for the optimum 
provision of various digital services through the 

The fifth generation mobile communication system (5G) will soon become mainstream.  This 
technology enables enhanced network environments with enhanced mobile broadband 
(eMBB), ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC), and massive machine type 
communications (mMTC), which can be leveraged in creating and providing highly sophis-
ticated digital services.  It is important that these services are provided with flexibility in 
accordance with individual users’ unique environments and situations.  Fujitsu’s Multi-access 
Edge Cloud realizes an innovative platform that can provide such services in the 5G era.  It 
realizes a distributed network system that makes it easier to provide various digital services 
through the efficient usage of computing resource deployed over the whole network.  Fujitsu 
conducted a field trial of this multi-access edge cloud in FY2017 using a live commercial 
network, and verified that it helped to make providing services at the edge of the network (ap-
propriate points where the service requirements can be handled) easier.  This paper outlines 
the features comprising the Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud that makes it easy to provide di-
verse 5G-era digital services and describes the major technologies to realize it.
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distribution and integration of cloudsnote1) and net-
works according to the environment in which the user 
is located.  This can be applied to allocate computing 
resources over an entire network and utilize them ef-
ficiently, thereby realizing a distributed system for 
facilitating the provision of various digital services.

This paper first defines Fujitsu’s distribution and 
integration of clouds and networks.  Next, it presents 
the functions that constitute Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge 
Cloud, and lastly describes the major technologies used 
for its realization.

2. Distribution and integration of 
clouds and networks
This section defines distribution and integration 

of clouds and networks to be discussed in this paper.

2.1 Distribution
To efficiently provide services that make use of 

the features of 5G while maintaining high availability 
and security, use of cloud-datacenter via the Internet 
has its limitation due to a concentration in processing.  
In order to solve this problem, data and computing 
and network resources must be distributed in locations 
where they are actually required.  In other words, the 
distribution of clouds and networks involves the follow-
ing two things.
1) Distributing computing resources in appropriate 

locations (at the edge) to function as a cloud in 
charge of data processing in order to meet service 
requests and to efficiently process data while 
working together with clouds in other locations.  
Here, the edge is defined as appropriate points 
where the service requirements can be handled.

2) Making network resources such as multiple net-
work paths available for selection.

2.2 Integration
In order for developers to provide digital service 

applications more easily, the availability of computing 
and network resources without the need to be aware 
that they are distributed is key.  And in terms of infra-
structure, the provision of applications and network 

functions on multiple servers is not economical.  In 
other words, the integration of clouds and networks 
involves the following three things.
1) Making computing resources available from ap-

plications as a system incorporated in a network 
regardless of whether they are provided in the 
data center or at the edge.

2) Making differences in network resources transpar-
ent in terms of their locations, connection paths, 
or the types of physical networks to which devices 
belong.

3) Providing computing resources for applications 
and for network functions in the same server.

3. Functions constituting Fujitsu’s 
Multi-access Edge Cloud
Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud is based on the 

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)1) technology being 
standardized by the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI), a European organization for 
telecommunications-related standardization.  In ETSI’s 
MEC, data transmitted from devices such as smart-
phones and sensors are processed by using a server 
located near a wireless base station system.  In this way, 
the technology realizes lower-latency response and net-
work load distribution as compared with configurations 
that use a cloud-datacenter.

Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud has the fol-
lowing three functions for achieving distribution and 
integration of clouds and networks in addition to incor-
poration of the MEC technology (Figure 1).

3.1 Integrated platform
A platform is provided that handles network and 

computing functions respectively as building blocks to 
achieve integration suited for the requirements of busi-
ness applications responsible for digital services and 
the site environments.  For network functions, physi-
cal connection is made possible to wireless networks 
including Wi-Fi and Bluetooth and wired networks such 
as optical broadband, in addition to mobile networks 
such as LTE and 5G.

3.2 Virtualization
Business applications are run on a virtualized 

platform, which allows them to be handled in the same 
way as a cloud even at the edge, without the need for 

note1) The clouds mentioned in this paper include center 
centralized clouds and distributed clouds integrat-
ing multiple edge computing deployments.
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being aware of the deployment location.
In order to provide an optimum network suited 

for the requirements of business applications and the 
site environments, network functions are prepared as 
VNFsnote2) for execution on the integrated platform.  This 
abstracts wired and wireless networks and makes it 
possible to offer network functions with the difference 
in physical networks hidden to business applications.

Use of the integrated platform allows these vir-
tualized network functions and business applications 
to be flexibly deployed where required and used and 
deleted as needed.

3.3 Edge
The integrated platform and virtualized func-

tions as described above can be used to realize “local 
consumption of data, which is generated in that area.” 
Data processing of digital services is optimized from 
the perspective of service response and communication 
costs according to the computing and network environ-
ment to process site data as close to the site as possible 
to make the data available.

In addition, both applications that run on the 
integrated platform and information stored there must 
be available for use anywhere.  Accordingly, efficient 
data movement and strong security are realized to 
make optimum on-site customization possible without 
affecting the entire system.

These functions are used for the distribution and 
integration of distributed clouds, including the edge, 

note2) Stands for virtual network functions. Network 
functions that are virtualized and provided as 
software on a general-purpose server, rather than 
as conventional dedicated devices.

Figure 1
Configuration of Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud.
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the cloud-datacenter, and computing and network re-
sources, which has led to the achievement of a system 
capable of flexibly providing various digital services.

4. Characteristic technologies to realize 
respective functions
This section presents three technologies that real-

ize the three functions described in the previous section 
to provide optimum services for devices by using the 
cloud-datacenter and distributed clouds.

4.1 Integrated platform construction 
technology
The integrated platform provides edge networks 

optimized for a variety of services used.  For its realiza-
tion, edge networks according to the various services, 
including mobile networks, are prepared as VNFs on the 
integrated platform, as described above.  Each of them 
is configured as a building block, and physical networks 
are abstracted to make them freely selectable.

We realized the high-speed data processing by 
VNFs for mobile network even with a bump-in-the-
wire system.note3)  For data processing, the Data Plane 
Development Kit (DPDK) is used for high-speed pro-
cessing of Security Architecture for Internet Protocol 
(IPSec), mobile network protocols, and packet routing.  

Accordingly, services can be provided at the edge with-
out affecting existing devices such as LTE base stations 
and core network (Evolved Packet Core) devices.

In connection to these approaches, Fujitsu has 
carried out a field trial using an existing commercial 
LTE network in FY2017.2)  The trial is intended to dem-
onstrate service provision at the edge by connecting 
Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge Cloud to NTT DOCOMO’s LTE 
wireless base station.  As the access network for service 
provision, a Wi-Fi network has been used in addition to 
an LTE network.

The results of this trial have shown that Fujitsu’s 
Multi-access Edge Cloud can be used to easily provide 
services using the edge without affecting existing net-
work devices.

4.2 Connection destination control 
technology for LTE/Wi-Fi providing 
virtualization technology
A network virtualization technology is required 

not only to prepare VNFs but also to provide an opti-
mum network without needing business applications 
and their users to be aware of the difference in the 
types of physical networks.  Accordingly, Fujitsu’s Multi-
access Edge Cloud has taken advantage of its feature 
to allow connection destination control of the LTE and 
Wi-Fi for virtualizing the access network (Figure 2).3),4)

Conventionally, concentrations of devices for 
high-load communications such as streaming videos in 
a Wi-Fi network service area caused a problem of dete-
rioration in terms of communication speeds for each of 
these devices.  To deal with this problem, a technology 

Figure 2
Developed connection destination control technology.
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note3) One approach to realizing edge computing 
proposed by the ETSI. In this system, computing 
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termination.
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has been put into practical use that mitigates commu-
nication speed deterioration by enabling the devices 
to choose communication paths with less congestion.  
With this technology, however, each device indepen-
dently determines the communication path without 
regard to the impact on other devices, which instead 
caused overall communication speed to decrease.

With the technology developed by Fujitsu, the re-
sult of the wireless signal quality measurement of each 
device is used to predict the communication speed that 
results when multiple device connections are changed 
at the same time.  Based on that result, the commu-
nication paths of multiple devices in the Wi-Fi network 
service area are automatically set all at one time.  This 
function has been implemented in Fujitsu’s Multi-access 
Edge Cloud as a connection control function.  To real-
ize seamless switching without making changes to the 
current devices or OSs, we have also developed a dedi-
cated application that provides wireless signal quality 
measurement information from devices to change the 
communication paths in real time according to the net-
work settings.

By using this technology, we were able to verify 
that both Wi-Fi and LTE networks can be optimized and 
that communication speeds can be increased on aver-
age to about twice those of conventional connection 
control technologies.

This function was also tested in the field trial 
with NTT DOCOMO mentioned earlier.  As a result, it 
was confirmed that video streaming is possible while 
LTE and Wi-Fi network connection destinations are 
appropriately switched 10 ms at the earliest, and that 
optimization of wireless connection can be realized.

While current LTE and Wi-Fi communication net-
works were used for this field trial, in the 5G era, eMBB, 
URLLC technologies will be incorporated.  When that 
becomes a reality, the high-performance communica-
tions infrastructure only available through 5G with 
features including communication latency of 0.5 ms 
will be readily available.

4.3 Wide-area distributed data access 
technology providing edge function
Edge computing is a concept of distributed stor-

age and processing of an enormous amount of data 
generated on site (at the edge) using edge servers lo-
cated near the site.  In the future, very large volumes of 

data are expected to be generated by vehicles, roadside 
cameras installed at intersections, and robots operat-
ing in factories, increasing the need for understanding 
situations on site based on them.

Processing using edge servers is effective for im-
proving service response and reducing communication 
costs.  Therefore, it will be necessary to allocate and 
manage processing and data in edge servers distrib-
uted over wide-area according to changes that occur on 
site in order to process data locally, generated in that 
area.

To that end, we are developing wide-area distrib-
uted data access technology that reduces communication 
time and costs.5),6)  In this Technology, site data is stored 
at the source or in a distributed cloud in the vicinity to 
allow only the required data to be transferred to the 
cloud-datacenter in response to requests from digital 
service applications.  With the locations of data storage 
distributed, it is difficult for digital service applications 
to find where the required data are stored.  To deal with 
this issue, combinations of site data attribute values 
such as the time and place of generation and the stor-
age server addresses can be maintained as metadata.  
With these, digital service applications can acquire the 
desired data simply by searching with attribute values 
used as keys.

Figure 3 outlines a system of wide-area distributed 
access.  Metadata databases are deployed on serv-
ers in distributed clouds near the data sources (sites).  
Additionally, search keys of the metadata databases are 
summarized and deployed in the directory database in 
the cloud datacenter.  Digital service applications can 
find the locations of data by querying the directory data-
base.  In this way, metadata are managed hierarchically 
using metadata databases and the directory database 
to achieve both improved efficiency of metadata man-
agement and higher search speeds.

Figure 4 shows an example application of a 
service for checking road conditions using this technol-
ogy.  In this technology, a video shot with a dashboard 
camera mounted on a vehicle that travelled on a snowy 
road is provided to a following vehicle planning to 
travel in the same area.  Conventionally, transmission 
of the video from the dashboard camera to the cloud-
datacenter incurs sizeable communication costs, which 
made this type of service difficult to achieve.  In wide-
area distributed data access, the cloud-datacenter is 
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used to manage the attributes of the videos shot such 
as the shooting time and location and the access in-
formation for the vehicles where the videos are stored, 
such as identifiers of the vehicles that shot the videos.  
This allows the following vehicle to find the vehicle 

travelling ahead, which is the storage location, and 
directly receive the videos shot by this vehicle.

In this way, increases in network traffic are re-
duced by only exchanging necessary information 
when required, rather than gathering all videos in the 

Figure 3
Wide-area distributed data access technology.
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Example of technology application: Snowy road information service.
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5. Conclusion
This paper presented Fujitsu’s Multi-access Edge 

Cloud, which will provide various digital services for 
the 5G era according to the environment of each and 
every user.  Here we introduced Fujitsu Laboratories’ 
proprietary LTE/Wi-Fi connection destination control 
technology and wide-area distributed data access 
technology as major technologies that support the re-
alization of latency reduction.

In the future, we intend to make use of these 
technologies and develop them into a platform that 
supports Fujitsu’s Connected Services through field tri-
als with various customers for its targeted release by 
the first half of FY2019.
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